S6 Figure: Chromatin, transcription factor and transcript landscape of the IGS in the umbilical vein endothelial cell line, HUVEC. The scale at the top shows the position in the rDNA unit, and the start of the IGS is indicated by the pink vertical line. Purple boxes with purple shaded regions below represent the conserved regions. The position of cdc27 pseudogene is shown as a diagonally shaded region. Each row represents phastcon signal (pink boxes), the enrichment for active histone modifications (green signals), repressive histone modifications (red signals), CTCF (orange signals), RNA polymerase II (Pol-II; blue signals), CAGE peaks (black boxes), long polyA(+) transcripts (green boxes), and long polyA(-) transcripts (blue boxes). The scales on the left represent the levels of enrichment. Grey rows represent the absence of the data or no signal in the human IGS for the ENCODE dataset.
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